The language of classical propositional iogIc is extended by functorial variables as a new syntactical category. Functorial variables render to be a possible integrating representation of both assertion and presupposition in one and the same logical formula different from such using classical conjunction.
O~ Introduction
From a computational point of vlew there is an important difficulty of an adequate formalization of both assertion and presupposition, It rests on dividing utterances into an explicit part (assertion) and an implicit one (presupposition).
Frege 118921 refused any explication of this implicit part, because of hls ideallza= t/on that logic deals only with correct ~tatemerlts. At least in regard of definite descriptions Russell /1905 is a formula of G.
(2) Zf A, B and C are formulae of G, then ~A" and ~BC are formulae of G.
(3) G~,6Ptq ;__ iS a formula of G. (47 Zf A is a formula of G formed without reference to the formation rulee (1) end (27a then G 2f*gAA is a formula of G. (5) A Je a formula of G lff its being so follows from the formation rules (1) - (4).
Definitions and types of formulae=
A K-formula A K (l. e. classical formula) le that fo~'muZs which was exclusively formed by means o? formation rules (1) and (2). A G-for~.luls A G iS that formula which was excluetveIy formed by means of formation rulee (3) and (4). The rul~,s of substitution of G are formulated in such a manner that (a) the p-propositions,1 variables and the q-propositional variables occurring in G-formulae act as variables of a different eort= 1, s° in any case the former occur on the left. and the latter on the right in formulae of the form G 2 4,6piqil (b) they have the same index; and (C) there ls no'rule of substitution which allows the substitution of more complex formules for propositional variables within Gformulae, In the case of K-formulae we have the usual rule of substitution.
Connection conditions of FV's=
Now Z explain how several FV's occurring in the same formula ere connected, The conditions of connection are chosen in such a way that every formula containing FV°e represents exactly two formulas without FV*s= (1) Let A G be a G-formula of G. I define both FV-free formulas in two steps= (S) Let G~,g be the matn-FV of AG. Then AG1 AG/G 2 /~2~ AG1 =dr ~ f,g, pf~ t.e. is the formulao which results by substitution of ~ for G~g, ] 
AG2
A G { G 2 /~2 t =df i f,glW9~* (b) Let K R be e functor or e FV of e wellformed part of A Gl (AG2), end let this wsll=~:ormed pert be more complex than a formule of the form G 2 With re4~6Plqt ° spect to all well-formed parts of A GI (A G2) I generate the formulae A GEl and A GE2 by substitution of the functor indicated by the flret component of the main-FV of the first argument of K 2 for this mstn-FV, and by substitution of the functot Indicated by the second component of the matn-FV of the second argument of K 2 for thla matn-FV. The formulae A GEl end A GE2 generated by this method dlffer only in the mafn-functor. They are both K-formulae. AG/A GEl and AG/A GE2 are abbreviations for all substitutions in A G which generate A GEl and A GE2. respectively.
(2 7 Let A be a formula of G which can contain both functore and FV's, A well-formed part of A is celled G-maximum tff (t 7 A is e G-formula= end (1t7 its governed connective is not a FV. Let AI,..oeA u be all G-maximum wellformed parts of A. Then 
2° Relations to classical logic
My system is semantically equivalent..w.it h the .F!aaelcal PrOPOSitional logic in the sense that all FV'e can be eliminated by replacing every formula A of G by the conjunction of its both closed substitutions, t. e° A E1 end A E2-In this manner we get s complete and consistent system of classical logic. It hoZds= A formula A of G ls valid lff its corresponding classical formula AE1A A E2 is valid.
There are some specific differences between the starting formula with FV'e and its analogous formula without FV'eo One important difference is the following= After replacing the propositional variables by values 1 or 0 the formula A gets none of these values and it remains ,up eatured. Only if this formula ls transmitted in one of its both closed substitutions -A E$ or A E2 -, then it gets e value.
With respect to formulas with FV's which are neither tautologies nor contradictions there is another Important difference: Let A be such a formula. Then often A ~-~(AE1A-A E2)
is not valid,
3, Assertion and presupposition
The introduction of expressions of the form G~,6Plq i_ renders to be a possible unconventional approach to assertion and presupposition. I postulate that the p-propositional variables represent elsments of a set of assertions, and the corresponding q-variables represent elements of a set of presuppositions. The FV G 2 4,6 constitutes an ordered sequence of both sorts of propositional vat la~s-:-~ p re eu ppo sl t ion component
Concerning logical relations between several sentences both assertions and presuppositions can influence this relation. In order to form s correct translation of such compound sentences their simple parts should be translated into expressions of the form G 2 . Let A G be a G-formula of G. Then 4,6Piql we can put on the following generalization of our interpretation:
A GEl .-assertion expression A GE2 -presupposition expression.
So ws get a new syntactical method to explicate assertion and presupposition in one and the same formula. Unlike 4-valued/2-dimensional approaches our language possesses an enrlchment of syntactical expressive power.
FV's and functors
The explication of both assertion and presupposition by means of formulas of the form (plql) dlffers from that one by means of claselcal conjunction, because the representation by means of G 2 is 4,6 stronger than that one by conjunction, but it is weaker than that one by disjunction.
Negations
Because of 2 T3= Gll,ll(plql)(plql)~ r-~q 1 410 the 2-placed FV G 2 -11,11 can be interpreted ee presupposition-rejecting negation. G 2 13,6 can be interpreted as Presuppoeitlon~resefving negation, because , 2 2 2 G~3,6 ( "" .r--~13~4Plql~6plql~Pl PlqlJ(PiqlJ'--1 ~2-2 -2 ~.= A6p4plqlP6Plql~ql.
6. Extensions of the language G 2 Starting_point: G4a6Plqi.
~t~p 1~ Dropping index-equality of propositional variables: G 2
Hence it follows 4,6Piqj • e more direct formalization of sentences with the same presupposition: 2 2 G4,6plq 1 and G4,6P2q 1, ~t~p 2~ Admitting of repreeentetlon of several presuppositions (of one simple sentence) connected by propositional functors= 2 G4,6P1(q I A q2). ~t~p 3~ Admitting of functional dependence between propogltionsl varisbles (i, e. admitting of an interaction between assertion and presupposition of simple sentences): 2 G3, sPlq 1" ~t~p 4~= Admtttin 9 of more than two components (e. g, 2 presupposition components)= 3 r -- 
